ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
t the beginning of 1980, the size of the Federal government outstanding gross debt amounted to $700 billion and the federal deficits were only $16.1 billion. When President Reagan came to office at the beginning of 1981, national debt was $909 billion which was 33 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) and the federal government budget deficits were $61.3 billion. At the end of 1995 fiscal year, national debt was over $5 trillion and the federal deficits were $185 billion. At around the end of the fiscal year 2005, the budget deficits exceeds $400 billion and national debt is over $7.9 trillion. In addition to substantial increase in the national debt, the net international investment position of the United State has deteriorated as well. In 1981 the U.S. was a net international lender. However, as a result of persistent large trade deficits U.S. became a net debtor in recent years.
In view of majority of economists, these developments will be creating economic problems such as high real rates of interest, low savings, stagnant economic growth, large and persistent current account deficits, and probably a higher inflation. All economists, however, do not share this view. Those associated with the writings of Robert Barro, argue that budget deficits do not matter and they have no real effects on the economy. Robert Barro (1987 Barro ( & 1989 , argues the Ricardian equivalence proposition that if government finances its expenditure by borrowing, the public will realize that it will only have to pay higher taxes in the future to service the government debt. Thus, deficit merely postpones taxes and private sector will have to save more to face higher tax in the future. Therefore, decrease in government saving, i.e., a current budget deficit, leads to an offsetting increase in desired private saving, and hence there is no change in desired national saving. Since national saving does not change, the real interest rate does not have to rise in a closed economy to maintain balance between desired national saving and investment demand. Also in an open economy, there would be no effect on current account balance because the increase in desired private saving prevents borrowing from abroad. So budget deficits do not lead to current account deficits. This is a conclusion, which contradicts the conventional view of budget deficit. According to the conventional view, the substitution of budget deficit for current taxation will result in an increase in the current disposable income and hence in an increase in aggregate consumption. Private saving will also rise but by less than the tax cut, so that desired national saving will decrease. For a closed economy, real interest rates must rise to insure the equality of saving and investment. Thus budget deficit should place upward pressure on interest rate. In an open economy however, decrease in national saving will be offset by increase in borrowing from abroad rather than increase in interest rate. That is, budget deficit will contribute to capital inflows and hence to trade deficits.
A
The primary purpose of this study is to assess the impacts of U.S. federal budget deficits on trade balance, Capital inflows, exchange rates, and interest rates using a system of simultaneous equations within a balance of payment model. Section II contains a review of the literature as it relates to these areas. The theoretical model and the methodology are presented in section III. Section IV reports the empirical results. Section V concludes.
THE METHODOLOGY
In contrast to the previous studies that have used a single equation, I use a balance of payment model to investigate simultaneously the impacts of budget deficits on as many macroeconomic variables as possible. Moreover, most of these studies have estimated their regression equations in the presence of high degree of multicollinearity that exists among the explanatory variables in their model. Hence, the precision of their results are questionable. Variance inflation factor, (a measure of multicollinearity that has been in the literature for a long time, but has not been used in applied econometrics) is used to assess the degree of collinearity that exists among the explanatory variables.
Theoretical Specification Of The Model
A similar balance-of-payments model used by Haas and Alexander, has been employed to investigate the effects budget deficits on trade deficit, capital flows, exchange rate, and interest rate. The model is a five-equation system in twelve variables (TB, CF, E, R, BD, Y, Y*, M, M*, R*, TOT, OP). TB, CF, E, and R are endogenous variables. The remaining variables are exogenous. The values of exogenous variables are completely determined out side of the system. One may argue that the federal budget variable should rather be endogenous. For example, Eisner (1987) argues that in order to study the impact of budget deficit on the economy one must first recognize that the deficit is in large part endogenous in the economic system, that is, the economy affects deficit too. During recessionary periods national income falls and so do the tax receipts, and at the same time payouts of unemployment benefits rise. Hence, recessions bring on or increase deficits. On the other hand prosperity and booms will correspondingly reduce or eliminate deficits. I use cyclically adjusted federal budget, also adjusted for seasonal variation. I used this definition of budget rather than actual budget, because this definition is not sensitive to changes in economic conditions. Thus, any change in government budget position reflects the stance of fiscal.
Since there are endogenous variables among the explanatory variables in the simultaneous equations, ordinary least squares estimators of the structural coefficients are not consistent (Johnston, 1984 p. 440 ). Thus, the estimates of the structural parameters can be obtained by estimating these equations simultaneously. The estimation technique being used for this model is the two stage least squares.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Trade Balance Equation
The linearized equation for the U.S. trade balance could be written as TB =a 10 
Capital Flow Equation
It is assumed that CF depends in an approximately linear fashion to spot rate E, budget deficit BD, domestic and foreign interest rates R and R*, The expected theoretical sign of the coefficients are as follows:
Variable: 
CONCLUSION
The size of U.S. federal budget deficit and its impact upon macro economic variables have been the subject of investigation by many economists. In view of majority of economists, government budget deficits are creating economic problems such as high real rates of interest, low savings, stagnant economic growth, large and persistent current account deficits, and probably a higher inflation. This view, however, is not shared by all economists. Some economists associated with the writings of Robert Barro argue that budget deficits do not matter and they have no real effects on the economy. Evidence presented in this paper indicates that budget deficits do matter and the Ricardian equivalence theorem is contradicted by data. The empirical results also indicate that federal deficits have contributed to trade deficits, capital inflows, and appreciation of the U.S. dollar. Empirical analysis further indicates that budget deficits did not raise interest rates. The fact that interest rates failed to rise in the 1980s, despite the large and persistent government budget deficits may be due to capital inflows into the United States.
